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Overview:

Electronic design automation or the short form EDA, can be defined as electronic computer-
aided design (ECAD) as well. This belongs to a category of software tools that are used for
designing electronic systems that includes integrated circuits and various detailed printed circuit
boards. The tools can be used in designing flows that chip designers require to initiate circuit
designs and analyze diverse semiconductor chips to understand its fullest potential. These chips
can have billions of diverse components, which require precision and effective handling of
manufacturing to make sure that the market grows substantially without any hindrance. For this,
the electronic design automation market is gaining prominence.
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The process would integrate automation to make sure that the end product becomes perfect.
The process also adheres to a universal design techniques, this can significantly maintain a
designing technique that can eliminate bugs or defective chips, or detect circuit boards, etc. But
there are situations in which automation might fail to introduce a design as there can be
instances where the modelling pattern may not find itself in sync with the production. But in
most cases a standardized process can streamline the entire manufacturing method.

The market for electronic design automation can be triggered by features like effective layout
designing of chips that can work on route designing for millions of transistors. In addition, it also
checks several physical and diverse electrical design rules for all those transistors included in the
electronic circuit board. It also enables in lowering the production cost for various companies,
which would inspire companies in taking the global market for electronic design automation
ahead. The technology also saves time, which can be considered a plus for the market.

Segmentation:

The global market for electronic design automation can be studied by following the process of
segmentation to get more details on factors. These segments include type and application,
where factorial details play a crucial role and get ample backup from various figures for a more
scientific analysis.

By type, the global market for electronic design automation can be segmented into Computer
Aided Engineering (CAE), IC physical design & verification, Printed Circuit Board (PCB) and Multi-
Chip Module (MCM), Semiconductor Intellectual Property (SIP), and Services
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By application, the global market for electronic design automation includes Aerospace &
Defense, Automotive, Consumer Electronics, Industrial, Medical, Telecommunications, and
Others.

Regional Analysis:

North America has the potential to make strong impact in the global market. This can be
attributed to the infrastructural superiority, better expenditure facilities, easy integration of
diverse supportive technologies, and others. Europe has similar growth chart as the region
follows features that are alike North America. The Asia Pacific region has notable potentials that
can be used to take the regional market forward. The regional companies are making good
grounds in initiating various methods that can trigger better production rate in the
semiconductor industry.

Industry News:

In October 2019, Synopsys Inc. announced that the company would collaborate with Synopsys,
Arm, and Samsung to find solutions by adopting the next-generation Arm-based processor.
Artificial intelligence and cloud-based solutions are expected to make substantial ground by
easing the process of manufacturing.
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